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PARTICIPATION IN MEETING AND ORGANISATION OP WORK

Opening of meeting.

1, The Working Group on Production Accounts, Commodity Balances and ■

Input-Output Analysis at both Current and Constant Prices met in Dakar,

Senegal, fi-om 4 to 12 October 1971. The opening address was given "by

M. Ousmane-Diene, Directeur de Cabinet du Ministers- des Finanoes et :

des Affaires Economiques of Senegal'and Mr. W.L. Booker,■Chief of the

Statistics Division, Economic Commission for Africa, replied.

Opening addresses

2, Mr. Diene welcomed country experts, observers" and other-participants

of the Working Group and stressed the importance of the meeting in view

of the need for good an reliable national accounts statistics for purposes

of economic and social planning, now that the majority of the countries

and governments of the region had ohosen the path of planned economic

growth and development. He pointed out that good and reliable national

accounts statistics were needed not only for the formulation of realisable

targets and workable schemes to ensure that an equilibrium between avail

able resources and the uses of these resources were kept, balanoed growth

in all the sectors of the- economy achieved, and the dual objective of

high growth rates with price stability attained, but also for the

periodic assessment of implementation of projects and schemes.

3, The present Working Group was the Twelfth meeting of its kind in

the field of national accounts held in the African region under the

joint sponsorship of ECA and the United Nations Statistical Office. The

main purpose of the meeting was to examine and discuss the conceptual,

classification and definitional aspects of the Class II accounts of the

revised United Nations ..System of Natibnal/rAccounts (SNA), that is, the
accounts relating to production, consumption expenditure and capital

formation for transactions in goods and services, in the light of current

African conditions and country practices, with a view to evolving stand

ards and recommendations for application in countries of the region.

'4. It was further pointed out that most countries of the region had

had only limited experience in the compilation of production acoounts,

commodity balances and input-output tables. In fact the revised SNA

was just beginning to be implemented in oountries of the region. Pro

duction accounts in the form of accounts on commodities and accounts

on industries, Accounts IIA and IIC of the SNA, had not yet been

compiled in most African countries; commodity balances were available

mostly in the form of food balance sheets for each country established

by the FAO for selected years; and few African countries had compiled ,

table 28 of the SNA, that is, the table on the supply and disposition
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of goods and services adapted for use "by developing countries. In the

field of input-output analysis, it was pointed out that thus far only

a dozen or so African countries-had made such exercises for a particular

year or more. This often represented a one-time exercise and was not

always done by the countries themselves,

5- - In encouraging the Working.Group to carry on with the important

task assigned to it, Mr. Diene emphasized the importance of improving

basic statistics, without whioh the accounts and tables of the.SKA
could not be. compiled. The SNA was especially suited.as a framework

for establishing national statistical systems and for formulating data
collection programmes.

6. In reply, Mr. W.L. Booker thanked the government of Senegal, in
particular, the Statistical Office of Senegal, for the invitation the.

latter extended to ECA to hold the meeting in Dakar, and for the excel
lent facilities provided therefor.

. ■ . Participation

■ ■ * 1 i.

.7- The.following member States were represented.: Cameroon, Democratic
Republic of Congo, Dahomey, E&ypt, Ethiopia, Ghana, Morocco, Nigeria,
Senegal, Sierra Leone, Sudan, Togo and Uganda.

The associate member State of United Kingdom was also represented.

8, ■ A Representative of the United Nations Statistical Office took the
leading part in the Working group* There were observers from the FAO

and O.E.C.D. The list of participants is given in Annex I.

Election of officers and organization of work

9-, M-. Serigne Lamine Diop, (Senegal) was elected Chairman of the Working
Group and Mr. J.D.N. Nartey (Ghana) was elected Vice-Chairman..

10. All discussions were conducted in plenary sessions of the Group.

Agenda ...

11. The following agenda was adopted by the Working Group:

1. . Opening address. . . ,

2. Election of Chairman and Vice-Chairman

3. Adoption of agenda.
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4", The nature of the production? consumption expenditure and

capital formation accounts and tables of SNA, including

commodity "balances and "basic input—output data:

(a) Structure in current and constant prices; -

(b) Concepts in current and constant prices;

(c) Classifications and definitions in current and constant
prices.

5» The compilation of the accounts and tables in current and .

constant prices: . '

(a) The basic data required and methods of estimation in
current prices;

(b) The basic data requirod and methods of estimation in,
constant prices?

(c) The problems and practices of African countries,

6.. Input-output analysis:

(a) The objectives, concepts and methods of the analysis:

(i) In current prices

' (ii) "In constant"prices

(b) The problems and practices of African countries„

7. Adoption of report.,

ACCOUNT 0? PROCEEDINGS

The nature of the production, consumption expenditure and capital forma
tion accounts and tables of SNA, including commodity balances and basic

input-output data. .

12. This sub-item was di3cussed on the basis of paragraphs 2 to 19 of

document E/CN7I4/NAC/44 "Structure, conceptss definitions and classifica
tions of the SNA accounts and tables on goods and services". It was'-

pointed out that the accounts and tables in the. production of goods and

services in the SNA dealt with the gross output and cost structure of

industries, the producers of government and private non-profit services

and the domestic services of households and *ith the gross output and

disposition of commodities and.other goods and services.. Industries

generally produced commodities for sale in the market at prices which

were intended to cover the cost of production, including a profit
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(operating surplus) and had a capital formation account in addition to ^
a production account. Producers of government and private non-profit

services usually produce services and goods that they furnished to the
community free of charge or at markedly reduced prices, excluding any

profit (operating surplus), they financed this production themselves
and therefore had consumption expenditure and capital formation accounts
in addition to production accounts. Commodities were goods and services
which were generally sold in-the market at a price that was estimated
to cover their costs of production. Commodities and other goods and
services were disposed of to intermediate or final consumption, gross

capital formation or exports„ In the accounts on goods and services,
the consumption activities of households were separated from their
production activities and households per se had a consumption expendi

ture account only. . All producers engaged in production in the domestic
territory of a country were considered to be resident producers.. In
the case.;of households, residents included all persons living in the
political boundaries of a country for one year or raore; excepting the
diplomatic and military personnel c.f foreign countries^

13. It was noted that foreign religious missions operating in the
country, in the field of education, health, welfare^ etc., were to be
considered as resident non-profit producers, Ships registered under
a nation's flag should be normally considered the domestic territory
of the country of the flag of registration; ships engaged in coastal
shipping in the territorial waters of a country, even though owned and
operated by foreign interests (i,e. non-residents), should be considered
as the domestic territory of the country if they continued the operation

there for one year or more. Included in-the. non-residents of a country,
amongst others, were foreign diplomatic missions, units of foreign

armed forces stationed in the .country and other uni-ns which had dip
lomatic "priviledges (e.g. the United Nations and its Specialized Agencies).
Those foreign trade missions, to which diplomatic priviledges were not
accorded, would be considered residents. Similarly; if bilateral
technical assistance missions (e.g, the USAID) were not accorded

diplomatic priviledges, they would be treated as resident producers
as well. Extra-territorial bodies like the United Nations and its
Specialized Agencies were non-residents of the country in which they
were located or operating. However, the expatriate staff of these

bodies would be residents of the country if they stayed or intended to
stay in the country for one year or more-

14. In the case of an enterprise which operated aircraft, ships or
railways entirely; or primarily,1 in the territories of several countries
or in international commerce;, and which were owned jointly by governments
of these countries, the- SNA recommended the raising of separate resident
industries in the countries in question.. In such cases, it might be
feasible to estimate gross output based on the volume of traff.io originat
ing in the country in question, The cost of production of the resident
industry should include a part of the. overhead expenses- of the parent

enterprise, as well as the charges in respect of transportable fixed
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assets, for example, aircraft, railway oars, lorries, etc., incurred

in the enterprise's operations in the country. Fixed Capital forma

tion should be allocated on the- basis of location in the case of

construction (i.e. structures), while capital formation in the form of.
rolling stock, as well as incomes from the enterprise, should "be

allocated on the basis of the share of the government of the country

in question in the enterprises^ equity. . .

15. The Working. Group discussed borderline problems in respect of the

classifications mentioned above such as (a) the distinction between .
producers of government and private non-profit services and,industries,

(b). the residence of. these producers,, (c) the distinction drawn between .
producers and consumers and (d) the dividing line between commodities

and other1 goods and services.

16. It was pointed out that since it was essential to know the output

of goods and services, the demand for raw material and for capital goods

and the cost structure and resources of. producers it was important to

distinguish between producers of goods and services and the consumers

of these items. For this reason households .were divided between these

two categories when they carried on unincorporated business. There was

a difference in scope between the.definition of households in the accounts

of goods and services, on the one hand, and income and outlay and capital

finance accounts, on the other hand. In the latter accounts, but not

in the former, unincorporated enterprises.were treated as part of house

holds. While it was recognized that in the income and outlay and capital

finance accounts there might be advantages to distinguishing between

the unincorporated enterprises and the other activities of households,

this was not practioable because households usually mixed up their

incomes from business arid other activities and the uses of this income,

for example, in capital formation and. consumption expenditure and out

lays for'the interest and repayments of'debts which might have originated

from enterprises activities and consumption. However it was agreed that

these incomes and certain of the business uses of the income could be

distinguished in the income and outlay and capital finance accounts.

For example, the following categories could be shown separately: enter—

preneurial incomes, rents, and interest paid on business debt,

17» In that connexion the Working Group considered the problems of

gathering the required basic data for use. in making national accounts

estimates. The Group recognized that it was necessary to distinguish

between the consumption activities, agricultural producing activities

and the non-agrioultural producing activities of households. It was

considered that household income and expenditure surveys, as well as

surveys of the gross output and cost-structure of agricultural and non-

agricultural activities, would provide valuable data for these purposes.

18. At this juncture the attention of the Working Group was called to
the fact that (a) the harvesting of all agricultural crops, whether for
sale or for own consumption, was considered to be the production of
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commodities and .(b) the occupancy of dwellings, whether owner-occupied,
furnished free of charge byGovernment or private non-profit bodies, -or

rented out was included in the boundaries of production. For example,
•subsistence farming and owner-occupied dwellings were treated as

industries. The methods of estimating rents in the case of (aj owner-,
occupied dwellings in rural areas and (b) government buildings were
discussed. It was explained that rents in respect of owner-occupied
dwellings should ideally be equated to the actual rentals for the same
kind of housing rented out in the area. However where no rented-out
dwellings, of the kind in question existed, the costs of maintaining,
repairing and operating these dwellings should be used. This would
include inter alia painting, plumbing, repair material, insurance costs, ■
maintenance supplies, fuels, interest charges on mortgages and the
equity of the owner. In the case of government-owned buildings that
were used by government, rent should be estimated in terms of the actual
costs of.operation, maintenance and repairs and the allowances for
depreciation only; an element of operating surplus for example interests
should not be inoluded. Rent in respect of dwellings owned by govern
ment and issued to employees should be computed in the same manner as

that-in respect of oi;her dwellings. .

19 The Working Group noted that certain units of government whioh
furnished services to, or produced goods for, the government only or
which provided services and goods to the public at prices which did _
not cover their'costs of production, should be classified as industries.
These .were units which engaged in such activities as manufacturing or .

transportation and whioh made the same demands on resources and used
essentially the same technologies as private business, for example
printing establishments, shipyards, railraods, airlines. However,

government units which furnished recreational, medical and similar
services to the public should be classed as industries only if the
prices they charged to the public fully covered their costs of pro
duction. Private units which furnished services, were incorporated as

non-profit bodies but charged prices that covered their costs of pro

duction, should be treated as industries.

20. The Group recognized that the producers of government and private
non-profit services might produce commodities. This was so if they
sold some of their services to the public at a price that covered the
cost of producing these services. The basic distinction between com

modities and other goods and services hinged on whether or not the items
were sold in.the market at a price that was intended to cover the costs

of production. (
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The structure of the accounts

21. Paragraphs 20 to' 41 of document E/CNP14/&AC/44 were introduced.
Two types of production accounts were presented, namely accounts show

ing the supply and use of commodities originating from domestic production

and from' imports, arid accounts 'showing the inputs and outputs of industries

and other producers. Attention was called to the accounts relating to

the production of goods and services for the nation as a whole, which

appeared in annex 8.2 of chapter 8 of the SNA and which represented a

consolidation of all the accounts in current prices presented.In the

document under consideration. It was pointed out that the detailed

input-output tables included in the SNA proper were too complex for.the

1 use of most developing countries but' that the simplified tables on the

supply and use of commodities appearing in the adaptation of the SNA

to the developing countries would be suitable.

22.■ The discussion which followed concerned (a) the inclusion of import

duties in value added, (b) the estimates of purchases of non-residents
in the domestic market and (c) th© criteria for distinguiphi;]^- "between
consumer durables and capital goods.

23- In respect of (a) above, it was pointed out that import duties which
were actually paid should be included in value added. Thet;e import

duties needed to be added to the contribution to value added of the

various producers since they were included in both intermediate con

sumption expenditure and grosa output and therefore were subtracted out

in compiling the producers1 value added.

24, £t was agreed that outlays of non-residents ('■ ncluding foreign

diplomats) in a country could be estimated on the basis' of various
approaches. It ;was necessary to know the number of visitors5 ttieir

■ family composition; length of stay and their average outlay by class

of family. In the case of the number, composition and characteristics

of non—residents; possible sources of data were completed forms required

by immigration authorities on arrival and departure, from persons, hotels,

tourist agencies and the like. Data on the average outlays of visitors

to a country classified according to family composition- y.nd lougtli of

stay might be gathered through sample surveys of. departing persons-.

of persons in hotels, guest-houses etc. and of persons oh.tou.VE*. Surveys

of this nature had already been oarried out in sojne' Africa?! ■: Diaries

Foreign—exchange data would also yield the desired information when

there were strict foreign exchange control.

24. It was suggested that the SNA should provide, international guide-

linos in terms of values for"purposes of classifying certain types

of commodities into consumer expenditure and fixed capital formation^

For example, a minimum value might be set as a criterion Ik t.hs caao

of tools/ spare parts, and the like. It was however, pointed out that

it would be inappropriate to set a minimum value for the disable goods

which producers purchase that should be classified as fixeJ. capital
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formation "because there were marked differences between industries and

establishments in the vslue of these goods that are employed as machinery,

tools, equipment and spare.parts- For example, in the case of small-

scale handicraft which is very important in countries of the region,

the equipment and tools were inexpensive new or imported second—hand

items. A limit, say equivalent to US$100, would automatically exclude

many such items.; and they would then be; included, in intermediate con

sumption. This could-result in a false picture of the cost—structure

of those establishments as compared to that of large establishments.

26. The question of distinguishing certain durable items, for example

motor vehicle parts, which enter into fixed capital formation or into

consumption expenditure, depending on the use for which they are put,.

was also discussed. It was considered that it-would often be necessary

to apportion the value of these items among the uses roughly. Another

subjeot discussed by the Working Group was the distinction between repair

j,nd maintenance expenditure and capital expenditure. ■ It was agreed- that

the criteria for this distinction should be vrhether or not the expected

expenditures in question would be expected to increase the life or .

productivity of the-durable good..

Classification and Definitions in current and constant prices

27. The Group discussed the various classifications used in the accounts

and tables of the SNA based on paragraphs 42 through 52 of document

E/CN.I4/NAC/44. It was noted that these comprised:

(a) A classification according to kind of economio activity
designed primarily for use in the industrial classification

of establishment—type units;

(b) A classification of all goods and services;

(c) Classifications by purpose of expenditures made by government
and private non-profit bodies serving households;

(d) Classifications of household goods and services according to
durable, semi—durable, non—durable goods and services and

according to object of expenditure;

-(e) A classification of gross capital formation according to
type of assets; and

(f) A classification of exports and imports of goods and
services-.

28. The Group emphasised that for purposes of developing countries,

it would be valuable to supplement the classification of industries

according to kind of economic activity with a classification into
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modern and traditional modes of production. A number of attributes

needed.to be taken into account in the distinction between modern and

traditional modes of production, for example,.size of the unit, whether

or not power was used, the type of equipment employed, mode of organiza

tion, the extent to, which the products were marketed and the kind of

activity carried on. In one country of the region, three categories

were distinguished, namely, modern, semi-modern and traditional. It

was agreed that the exact way in which the distinctions between modern

and traditional modes of production were drawn, varies from one country

to another. The discussions of the criteria necessarily"to be .used for

the purpose had indicated that it was not feasible to recommend inter

nationally precise ways of making the distinctions. This was also so

in the case of the classification into urban and rural areas. It was

desirable that where such classifications were used, they should be

clearly defined in the relevant publication so that users of the data

may be able to interpret the information provided.

29. Considerable interest was shown in the classification for goods

and services by type. Questions were raised concerning the appropriate,

classification .of certain items, such as palm fruits which were not

cultivated but were collected in the forests, the oil which was derived

from them, and the mixed activities which took place in the case of farm

households. It was explained that palm fruits collected in the forest

should be ulassified under forestry products, whereas those cultivated

should be under.agriculture, and that the oil extraction should be

treated as manufacturing. It should, on the whole, be feasible to

separate the agricultural activities of households from their forestry

and non-agriculturalactivities. In most instances there would be no

problem conceptually in separating the outputs and inputs of these

activities and to define agricultural establishments in terms of agri

cultural holdings. This was the case since in the countries of the

region common'overhead expenses in respect of. the various kinds of
activity carried out by households were not very important.

30. The Group next considered paragraphs 53 through 71 of document

E/CN.I4/NA.C/44, which concerned the definitions of. output, intermediate
consumption and the oomponents of value added,

31. The definition of the gross output, of industries and of the other

producers was first discussed. It was pointed out that the output of

industries included the imputed rent of owner-occupied dwellings and

the production of durable goods for gross capital formation on own-

account. In the case of banks and similar financial institutions, it

was necessary to include imputed in addition to actual, service charges

in theix gross output. This was the. case because much of the return

for these services consisted of the- excess of the property income they

received over the interest they paid out. In the SNA this imputed

service charge was treated as the intermediate consumption of a nominal

financial establishment in order to avoid tho difficulties of allooat-
ing it to the intermediate consumption of the various industries. In
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the case of casualty insurance companies gross output was equivalent

to the value of premiums received during a period of account reduoed

by the claims paid out. Since in the case-of life insurance companies .

the premiums received include an element.of saving? the service charges

were equal to the premiums less the sum of the claims paid out and the

amounts credited to the reserves of the companies in respect of their ■ '**

liabilities to the policy holders, reduced by the interest to the . . . /
policy holders that was- credited to these, reserves. The interest ■:■

represented payments to the policy holders for the use of these reserves

in the investment of the insurance companies. ... . •

32. In .the field of agriculture, it was noted that data on the production

of crops usually referred to the quantities^harvested. In the SNA, the
definition of gross output excluded that part of the crop harvested .on .

a holding which was used as intermediate inputs on the holding, e.g.

seeds or feeds. . -■ '

33, The Group noted that intermediate consumption consisted of non

durable goods and services which are-used up in the process of pro

duction, but that minor items with a life-time of more than one year

were sometimes included for practical reasons. It was also noted that

included were durable goods acquired primarily for military purposes,

direct purchases abroad on current account by government services and

receipts of goods and services transferred from one government■to

another. A distinction was made in the SKA between the building of

barracks, military schools and military hospitals, on.the- one hand, ■ .

and housing provided to families of military personnel and schoolsfor

the children of members of the armed forces^ on the other. The former . ■ i

type of expenditure was treated as intermediate consumption of producers

of government services, while the latter was treated as fixed oapital

formation.' The reason for this difference in treatment was that the

former type of.expenditure was primarily for military purposes, while

the latter1 was primarily on facilities for civilian purposes, which were

identical in character to private and other public facilities.

34« The Working tfroup took note of the components of value added, that

is, compensation of employees, operating surplus, consumption.of fixed

capital, and indirect taxes reduced by subsidies. The definition of.

indirect taxes was pragmatic, based on the manner in which they were

dealt with in business accounting, that is whether or not normally

charged to.business expenses, and the way in which they were levied.

Indirect taxes included the operating surpluses of government fiscal

monopolies as well as consistently large surpluses of government

enterprises,, as a result of government policies. In the case of public

trading corporations, whether their consistently high levels of operat

ing surpluses should be treated as indirect taxes or not, depended on

two conditions, (a) Whether the corporation was a monopoly and (b) if
so, whether the corporation's operating surplus was consistently higher

than the normal level of operating surplus of similar kinds of private

enterprises; or, alternatively, (a) whether it was. a monopoly, and (b)
whether it was established primarily for the purpose of raising revenue,
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e.g. a tobacco monopoly. The question of what constituted a normal

rate of return for a business enterprise was raised. The Group agreed

that this rate varied from country to country and would have to be

established by.the national accountants based on conditions prevailing
in the countries concerned,.

35- The Group went on to examine the definition of the various compo
nents of final demand, :iamalyj final consumption expenditure of govern

ment and private non-profit services and of households, gross capital

formation and exports, as well as the definition of imports..

36. It was noted that the final consumption, expenditure of government
services and private non-profit services to households was defined in
the SKA. as equal to the services they produce, ioe, their ^ross output
less their non-commodity sales and commodities produced (including their
own account fixed capital formation). .Ac the gross outputs of these
services could not bo directly measured or evaluated, they had to be

estimated from the side of input's, namely, by equating gross output to
gross input, which in turn is the total of compensation of employees,

intermediate consumption, consumption of fixed capital and indirect
taxes.

37- Problems encountered in estimating final consumption expenditure
of government services and of households, included the assignment of

individual transactions to one or the other of these consumption cate

gories, were discussedc The criterion used in classifying such oonsump-
tion expenditure was that whenever goods and services were provided

by government cervices directly to persons, whether free of charge, at

reduced cost oxy at full cost, the items acquired bv" government services

from industries or private non-p-ofit services should be treated as the
intermediate consumption of government services, flbera industries or

private non-profit services supply goods and services directly to in

dividuals, which are entirely or partly paid for by government, such

expenditure would be classified entirely as final consumption of house

holds or intermediate consumption of. government9 depending on the extent
of choice left to the individual consumer as to where to buy and on what
terms these goods and sorvices could be purchased.

t38. The Group further noted that vorfc-in-progress in haavy machinery
and equipment which are usually produced on order and take"a long time
to finish, should be included in the increase in stocks of.the producers
of these goodSj while work-in-progress on buildings and other construc
tion should be considered as fixed .capital formation of the units for
which the work was carried out,

39• The question was raised whether to consider purchased machinery
and equipment as fixed capital formation. The v-reatmsnt to be accorded
should bo that machinery should be counted a?, fixed capital formation
only after it had been put in place for use, . The same should be con
sidered as increase in stocks if it was not so installed. In practice,
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however, in some countries it i-:cvJ.l be difficult ±o sscerbain from

industrial qn-iuirifes whether the purchased machinery or equipment was

in-fact installed and such me.chino.ry or equipment would have to be '

considered as part or fixed capital formation. This was especially the

oase whoi's ftatiaat^a of fixed capital formation were obtained by means

■of the ooaaiodityi-flow approach-

40o ■I'ha question whether petroleL-in or mineral exploration e-rpenditure

should "be considered as capital formation was raised. The Group noted

that in the SKA all research and exploration expenditure was treated

as intermediate consumption except that part of the expenditure that

was embodied in construction (e.g, structures; roads, wo11s,- raining

shafts, etco)f for th-;.. reason that such expenditure was no': embodied

in concrete durable goods and might not lead to concrete results which

could be valued. Consequently; if a unit ;a private or government'

enterprise) undertook mineral exp]oratioii? purchased materials and

paid wagoE1 and salaries-,- etc., during & period und-3.r investigation,

say a year, and there was no production of minerals or construction

worksj the g-T-o^s output ox tb.e establishment mignt be considered to

be zei-c; and thor? coth ite value added and operating surplus would be

negative,. The absolute value of the negative operating surplus would

exceed that of the negative value added since the -value added would

include-: pGsi'liva oircries for the wages and salarieSj a,llow£..ncee for

oonsuLipticn of" fixed assets and any'indirect taxc-s paid out by the

unit,-. If the uirjing: ani.t were a subsidiary or branch of ^ parent

enterprise r.br^adj the expenditures of the urJL+. could be treated as

services rondareu to the parent enterprise abroad (as exporr. of the
country"/* T'he o.rpandi'iuros of the unit on intermediate and primary

■inputs woi-*i.d thyr bo oq.ua^ed to +-he value of the £rosc output of such

servicsa rendered (i.e- production of the; oou.rr'r-ry) v/nd cont-eauently
the product of --;he local raining indutitryc If the mining unit were a

governniant iopartn:oi.r ard if it operated at an/ appreciable scale, the

unit should be treated as an inductryf which in turn sold a servi'ca

to produoem; of government serviooE., The value o.t? the gross output of

this service hsoualltd the oxponditures of the urit in (juoation on

Aedict:j anr' primary inputs-

41. l*ho G.T.-oi.ip noted that external trade sta+iEi:icG,. whi-;-h are oompiled

on a physical movement basift, had to be adjusted for cover^gor timing

ar.d Volui'-tion :l:-i order co arrive at imports asd exports data needed for

natioL3.1 aocountt: pvirpoceac Similar adjustments he.d to bo uade to data

obtained from exchange control soui-oe.:' "Aiob data were largely based

on receipts and par/Tasnte-,

42... The Group further examined the category "other goods ;-.nd services"

that en tors into a oo'int-^y's imports and e:rpo:ctsn Queries wore raised

as to -\'hy direct purchs-Ees abroad by government on currant account were

classed as other goods and services in the Sffis while direct purchases

abroad ~iy~- goveriiwent on capital account were classed as cci^riodities.

This di3iiE3*icn was made for both practical and formal .r&aao>is. On-
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the practical side, information on-the commodity composition of direct

purchases abroad by government on current aocount, which do not entor.

the country, was usually unavailable whereas direct purchases abroad

by government on capital account consisted mainly of structures (e.g.

embassy buildings) and purchases by trade missions and the commodity

composition of these purchases could be obtained from government

accounts.- A formal reason for the differential treatment accorded to

these two types of purchases was that capital goods, obtained from

abroad should be routed to the oapital formation accounts by the com

modity accounts through imports, while the current purchases abroad

should be routed directly to the intermediate consumption of government.

' The compilation of accounts and tables i*. current and constant prices

A. The basic data required and methods of estimation in current prices

43• The Group discussed the basic data required for the compilation

of accounts and tables at current prices and the methods of estimating

the data on the basis of paragraphs 2 to 6J of document" E/CN. I4/NAC/45,
"The methods of compilation of and the sources of data for the SNA

acoounts and tables on goods and services". It was noted thatvin order

to use the commodity—flow approach for purposes of compiling the accounts

and tables "of the SNA on goods and services, estimates were ne.eded of

the supply arid use of commodities and of other goods and services.

(a) The supply and use of commodities '

44» The. supply and uses of commodities at producers' values were first

considered." An illustration was given, in the form of a single table,

showing the use of the commodity-flow approach in order to build up

figures of the total supply of commodities from data on domestic output

and imports olassified by commodity groups and in order to' distribute

this supply in the oase of each group among intermediate and final uses.

It was emphasized that the table shown was a simplified version of the

corresponding SNA tables in that the classifications of commodities and .

intermediate and final'uses were much less detailed. The supply of each
commodity group might be estimated from the following sources, as appro

priate: production statistics, relevant sample surveys and customs

statistics. Since most groups of commodities had different uses it was

important that each item should be properly examined before distributing

it among the uses. Also, any relevant data obtained from purchasers

would be expressed in purchasers1 values, and estimates of trade and

transport margins would have to be deducted in order to arrive at

producers' values. Since some countries might not have the basic data

required in order to distribute the supply of commodities at producers1 ..

values, an alternative, which was illustrated in another table, of

document E/CN.14/NAC/44? was to estimate the supply and use of commodi
ties at purchasers' values. Countries which found it easier to make

estimates of certain uses of commodities directly, would then need to

make adjustments for trade and transport margins in order to estimate

the supply of the commodities in question.
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(b) The supply and, use of other goods and services ■ -

45* In the case of estimates of the supply and use of other goods and
services, the Group considered a condensed illustrative example of how
to arrange the data needed. The total supply of goods and services was
divided into the domestic output of government and private-nonprofit
services, the domestic services of-households, and the direct purchases
abroad of resident households and producers of government services.
These supplies were distributed among the intermediate consumption
expenditure, of the relevant non-profit producers and the final con-

■ sumption expenditure of households. The discussion of the data required
to make these estimates, indicated that the outputs of goods and services
by government and private non-profit services :should be recorded accord
ing to kind of economic activity in as much detail as was practicable.
This would often require .a reclassification.of jfche budgets and accounts
of government.

(°) -The gross outputs and inputs of producers

46. The Group next considered the accounts and tables of the SNA which
related to the gross outputs and inputs of industries and of other pro
ducers. It was observed that the output side of the production accounts
for industries covered the gross output of both the characteristic and
uncharacteristic products of the industries and that the* input side
dealt with intermediate consumption and components of value added.

47. It was agreed that these estimates should preferably be based on
annual production statistics. Eowever, such statistics did not usually
cover very small enterprises or service industries; and it would be

necessary to undertake special small-scale sample surveys in order to

obtain the required basic data. A number of lacunae were also pointed
out in the-available basic statistics in respect of agriculture, forestry
and fishing. For example, agricultural censuses were usually taken
about 10 years apart and did not usually provide much information on
outputs and inputs. Although many countries conducted current surveys
for collection of agricultural statistics in the intercensal years, the
surveys were not always adequate, particularly in terms of the coverage'

of all agricultural production in the entire country. In the case of
wholesale and retail trade, data were needed on "gross margins in order
to use the commodity-flow approach. In the absence of distributive-
trade censuses, it was suggested that omall-scale sample enquiries
should be undertaken in order to determine these margins according to
class of commodity. Another method of estimating the gross margins
added by distributive trade and transportation was to determine the
ratios between users1, prices on the one hand, and producers1 and import
prices on the other,: in the case of each olass of commodities and
uses? and to apply these mark-ups to the relevant quantity figures of

commodities. It would also be necessary to measure the ratios of value
added to gross margins for the distributive trades through small-scale
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sample enquiries. The Group agreed that figures of employment and wages
and salaries would not yield'useful data for purposes of estimating the
value added or gross margins of the distributive trades.

48..' At this point, it was emphasized that a network of ooherent direct
enquiries into households and establishments was needed in order to
gather the basic data required for national accounting estimates. Atten
tion was also called to the necessity to devise economical ways of
carrying out the required surveys.

49. Other questions raised concerned (a) the differential prices and
wastage occurring in agriculture and (b) the separation of values for
passenger and freight transport. The latter receipts were combined

because of the transport arrangements' in some countries of the region,
where no receipts were issued in respect of takings.

50. In the case of differential agricultural prices, it was pointed
out that there may be three or even more types of farm-gate, or
proximate, prices for a commodity, namely prices of goods destined for
export, prices for goods destined for urban areas, prices of goods sold
in local markets, and prices for tlie, part of the commodity used by the
farmer himself. Ideally, one should gather farm-gate prices in terms - ' '
of each of the different uses. Such prices would reflect differences
m quality, in the markets involved and in the relevant government
policies. Distinctions should at least be drawn between the export
prices" and the other prices. However, in practice, these distinctions
in farm^gate prices.are not generally made in the statistics of the
countries of the region. In the case of the wastage of agricultural
commodities m farms, it was recommended that the amounts involved should
be treated as intermediate consumption, instead of being deducted from
gross output. ■

(d) Problem of estimating consumption of fixed capital

51. The Group examined the problem of estimating consumption of fixed
capital and recognised the need to obtain"data on depreciation in terms
of the replacement value of fixed capital. It. was noted that in current
practices of countries of the region, the basis on which estimates of
this flow were made were vague. In these circumstances it might be
preferable to use the flows "gross saving", "gross operating surplus"
etc, instead■•of attempting estimates of the consumption of fixed capital.

^o! ?u01* discussed/ the■various methods suggested in paragraphs
41-42 of the document E/CN.I4/NAC/45, in arriving at useful estimates
of consumption of fixed capital on a replacement value basia, and
considered the perpetual inventory method to be desirable for use in
developing countries.

(e) direct estimates of value added.

53. It was noted by the Group that some'countries arrived at their
estimates of value added by summing up direct estimates of its
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64.. The Group discussed the relative advantages and disadvantages of

double and single deflation in making constant—price estimates of value

added. It was agreed that the main advantage of single deflation was

that there was no need for detailed information in respect of the

current period for which constant-price estimates were made concerning

the quantities of the various commodities entering into' intermediate

consumption. However, the ratios of inputs to' outputs often changed

over time and the value—added weights built into the indexes of produc

tion that were used in' single deflation assumed1 that the structure1 of

■the output of. the industries in question had not changed since tha base

years, The main advantages of double deflation, coupled with commodity-

flows were that assumptions were not made about the input-output relation

ship or the structure of activities of industries in the current period

as compared with the ."base year. Full account was taken of the actual

changes in these respects. The disadvantage of double deflation, in

addition to the demands for data, was that it could result in negative

value added at constant prices if marked changes occurred in the " ;

relative prices of the-.substitutable intermediate materials of a given

industry.. ■. ;

65. In connexion-with.that discussion it was suggested that the coun

tries of the region should-conduct annual inquiries into at least the

.larger .establishments with a view to gathering data on intermediate

inputs and gross outputs, classified according to type of commodities,,

: . (b) Requirements for constant-price data and other general ■

, considerations - .

66, The attention of the Group was drawn to the importance of compiling

national accounting data in constant prices. It was essential to have

the constant-price statistics for such purposes as measuring the growth

in the output and productivity of an economy, ascertaining bottle-necks

to expansion, setting realistic targets for development, and matching

the demands for., and. the supply of goods and. services, labour and fixed

assets. The planning and appraisal of economic development and the

diagnosis of the problems encountered, required constant—price data on

the domestic production and supply of goods and services and on the.'

uses to which these goods and services were put. Information on the

trends in prices was also needed. The Group noted that a meeting on

the subject of price and quantity statistics, in relation to national

.accounting in constant prices and to other- uses of these data, had been

held in the region by ECA and the Statistical Office of the United

Nations and that the latter Office would prepare.a manual on national

accounting in constant prices and systems of price and quantity statis

tics. The Group *s attention was also drawn to two useful publications

on this subject, namely, "Quantity and Price Indexes in National Accounts,"

by. Professor Richard Stone and published by OuE.E.C. and a recent

publication of 0.E.C.I), entitled "The Measurement of Real Product"; by

T.P. Hill. ' . - . ■
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67. It was noted that emphasis was given in the SNA to constant-price

eestimates in market prices. - The factoring of flows valued in market

prices into quantity and price components was more feasible than when

flows were valued in approximate basic values or factor-oost values,

did not raise certain anomalies connected with the other values, and

reflected the circumstances involved in market transactions. Reactions

for this are contained in Chapter IV of the publication on the SNA, deal
ing with the system as a basis for quantity and price comparisons.

Constant-price series on total and commodity-type indirect taxes and

subsidies were also included in the SNA.

68. At this juncture questions were raised in respect of (a) methods
of estimating..subsidies, and indirect .taxes at constant prices and (b)
how -to*deal with the revaluation of a currency in foreign exchanges.

It was noted that subsidies or indirect taxes which were based on the

quantity of given commodities sold', produced or purchased,, could be

expressed in constant prices by applying the base-year rates of the

subsidies or indirect taxes to the current-year quantity of the

commodities in question. If the.subsidies or indirect taxes were

ad valorem, then their base-year rates should be applied to the

current-year value of the given commodities, deflated to base-period

prices. It was indicated that while revaluation of the currency of a
country in respect of those of other countries,would affect the terms

of trade of her exports in relation to her imports special adjustments

were not required in the constant-price data of the national accounts

on goods and services in these instances.

69. Other general points discussed, relate to the choice of a base

period and the index number formulae that should be used. The Group
noted that while the SNA did not make any firm recommendation concern

ing the index number formulae, Laspeyre-type indexes were preferred

in the case of quantities and Paasche-type indexes were considered

suitable in respect of prices. The general agreement was that the

choice of a suitable recent base period was largely a matter of oonven-

tion. It would be however necessary to avoid the pitfalls of using

an unusually good or bad year, or run of years in the case of agricul

ture, as the base period.

(c) Agriculture. Hunting, Forestry and fishing

70. The Group next considered paragraphs 74 to 76 and 89 through 92,

which dealt with gross output and input of producers in agriculture,

forestry, hunting and fishing, ■ '

71. It was noted that the major practice in the region for purposes

of estimating the output of agriculture in constant, prices, was to take

the quantities of the main crops and livestock produce at base year

prices. It was of course necessary to make estimates for the minor
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crops as well. This might be done by deflating their estimated "value

in the current period by the relevant series of farmer's prices, or by

multiplying current—year quantities by base—year unit values. In many

cases, rough estimates only were made in the case of minor crops.

72. The assumption in the first sentence of paragraph 75 that the trends

in the output of agricultural.services and in agricultural and livestock

production at constant prices were the same was questioned. It was

considered that if these services were important, information should

be gathered through a small sample on the value .and related prices of

their services.

(d) Mining, manufacturing, electricity, and gas and construction

73» In discussing paragraphs 77 — 78 of document E/CN.14/NAC/45> which
concerned mining, manufacturing, electricity, gas and construction,

the Working Group noted that the problems, methods and basic data in

respect of constant-price estimates of gross output and value added

differed, depending on the mixture and complexity of the products and

intermediate materials.

74« In the- case of mining, industries manufacturing a restricted range .

of standardized final goods, and electricity and gas production, it was

usually feasible to use a combination of quantity indicators "and base-

period prices for. purposes of making the constant-price estimates.

Series of quantities and producers' prices whioh were comparable over

time, could be compiled without much difficulty in respect of the pro

ducts which accounted for the bulk of the gross output of industries.

This was often also true for the intermediate materials that they

consumed. When the prices at which a given product was sold differed

systematically with the kind of buyers, amount sold, etc., ideally separate

indicators of quantity and base—period price should be used in the oase

of each portion of the product. Not infrequently, the detailed series

of index numbers included in industrial production indexes yielded

suitable quantity indicators in respect of value added, provided the

base period for these indexes was recent enough, say within the five

years or so preceding the year to which the constant-price estimates

referred.

75* However, in oase of industries manufacturing "fabricated complex

durable goods and in the case of construction, it was generally

impossible to gather sufficiently comparable indicators of the gross

output of the commodities. The products were too complex for purposes

of devising" suitable measures of quantity in terms of a few character

istics; and they varied considerably in character, and quality from one

transaction to another. It was therefore desirable to use price series,

if possible, in deflating values of gross output to constant prices.

Price series were often also more suitable indicators than quantity

series for purposes of converting the value of gross output to constant

prices when an industry produced a range of commodities and six or so
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of the commodities did not account for the bulk'of the gross output..

Price series as well were appropriate indicators, if compilable, in the

case of the intermediate consumption of an industry where complo:-:, .

highly fabricated goods were used or where most of the consumption was

accounted for "by a wide variety of items. In view of the great dif

ficulties of compiling suitable price series in respect of highly

fabricated complex manufactures .the Group noted that countries in

various regions of the world found it necessary to resort to indicators

of man-hours worked, adjusted for changes in productivity, quantities

of intermediate materials consumed or the.like for purposes of constant-

price estimates of value added of industries manufacturing these goods.

Where it was feasible to compile quantity or price indicators in,

respect of gross output, but not in respect of intermediate consumption,

single.deflation was commonly used,

(e) Distributive trades and transportation of goods
V

76. The Working Group recognized that for purposes of the coamodity-
flow approach to constant-price estimates, it was necessary to have

reliable estimates of the gross margins in constant prices so that the

distributive trades and transport added to producers' prices. In view

of the importance of the wholesale and retail -trade in many of the

countries, of the region, reliable estimates of their value added were

also needed. Alternative ways of making these estimates were discussed.

77- One approach was based on a large-scale benchmark enquiry and

small-scale annual sample surveys of the distributive trade.- Inf0rma-.

tion should be sought in both these enquiries on the value and quantity

of the sales and' purchases of merchandise by the distributive trades,

classified according to kind of commodity, on their stocks Df merchandise

and on their expenditures on supplies and services. Based on these

data, constant-price estimates oould be made in respect of the quantity

and price (unit value) of the gross margins for the various 'hypes of
commodities sold and in respect of the value added of the distributive

trades.. In the case of the transport of goods by rail or by water

organised by shipping companies, the required estimates, namely (a)

quantity, for example, ton-kilometers and-freight rates, classified

according to. type of commodity and (b)' intermediate expenses, should

be available from the administrative and accounting records cf the

companies. This might also be the case for large-scale, regulated

road carriers. In the case of other road carriers, it would be

necessary to rely on sample traffic enquiries for these data: It

would be desirable to use a combination of the price and quantity

indicators in this: approach to constant-price estimates.of trade "and
transport margins. ■

78. Another approach was based on the development of a coherent system
of prices statistics. It was necessary to gather and compile prices

classified by commodity on (a)-producers' values and import values,
including duties, in respect of'the supply of the commodities and (b)

purchasers' values and export values in respect of the disposition of
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the oonmodi-Jies to various uses,. The difference between the average
supply price during a period of account and the average purchasers'
prioe m the case of each type of disposition of each class of commodi
ties, would give the prioe component of the relevant trade and transport
margin. Price, indexes for purposes of deflating the margins to base-
period pnoee could be compiled from the figures of differences in
price and of quantity'in respect of each use' and class of commodity.
The delated g?.-oss margin might be used to extrapolate the vilue added
of the. distributive trades -and the transportation industries in base-
period prices to the current period. *

(f) Other.services

79- It was pointed out that for the other services, series of price
indicators were preferable deflators-since quantity indicators would
not reflect the wide range.of different qualities in the case of each
type of serviooo The series of prices should be gathered as part of
price indexes in respect of household consumption expenditure, Statis
tics were of course also required in respect of the receipts of the
services«> ' ■

.demands

80. 'Phe Working Group considered the compilation of constant-price
data on final uses of goods and services, based on paragraphs 93 through
101 or the document under discussion-

81. It was observed that a number of countries used the commodity-
flow approach in order to oomprUe a number of these series of data.
The required figures in respect of oach kind of disposition were the
sum of the constant-price data on the supply of goods and services in
producers -.-allies and on trade and transport margins in the case of
the relevant commodities. Constant-price estimates were often made
directly m The case of exports frcm external trade statistics. It was
noted that nt would be necessary to make constant-price estimates
directly m the case of the part of government and private non-profit
services1 consumption expenditures accounted for by their value added.
Direct estimates of the portion of their consumption expenditure which
consisted of purchases of goods and services were also thought to be
desirable* It v:ae suggested that these estimates might be made from
samples of purchase or delivery invoices or from accounting -journal
entries-, ■

82. In -iho course of the discussion questions were raised concerning
(a) the deflation of non-resident households1 consumption expenditure

I lh\ deflaticn of tiu' value added *y producers of government services
and {c) methods of making constant-price estimates of the gross domestic
product froui the income approach •

83. As regards the deflation of the consumption expenditure of non
resident households, it was explained that none of the practicable
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methods were wholly satisfactory beoause of the lack of detailed informar-

tion on the commodity composition of the expenditures. It was usual

to deflate the outlays "by means of price indexes constructed on the

basis of. the bundle of goods and services whioh non-residents might'

be assumed to have bought. . ■

84,, In the case of the oonstant-Price estimates of the .value added

of producers of government and private non-profit services, annual,

increases in the salary of government employees should.not be thought

to reflect ohanges in productivity. The indicators to be used'might

be the number of employees, in full-time equivalents, classified

according to soales of wagec and salaries and categories of occupation

during the base—period.

85, The Group noted that oonstantr-prioe estimates of GDP from the

income approaoh raised difficult conceptual and practicable problems.

The indicators required for this purpose concerned the quantity of

labour and capital used in production and their joint productivity?

and, even in the oase of developed countries, those indicators were

not generally available in suitable form. In any case, in order to

measure the joint productivity of labour and capital, it was necessary

to have constan*c—price estimates of the gross domestic product measured

in terms of the outputs and inputs of goods and services.

The problems and praotioes of African countries in the compilation

of production acoounts and Gommodstv. balances

A. General considerations

86. The Group considered background document E/CN.I4/NAC/47, entitled
"Problems and Practices of African Countries in the Compilation of

Production Accounts and Commodity. Balances", and tcok note of the

relatively slow progress in the respective countries.of the region in

introducing the revised SNA because of the lack of statistical personnel

and/or basic data. Nevertheless, progress was being made toward that

end.

87* Itie'Group noted that assessments of reliability of national account—,

ing estimates were not presented in the publications of many countries .

of the region. It was pointed out that while reliability assessments

were of considerable importance to both producers and users of national .

accounts statistics, they often represent no more than tHe" subjective

judgements of the national accountants making the estimates; and would .

in most instances not necessarily apply to similar estimates for.later

years. Changes in sources of data or methods of estimation introduced

later would affect the degree of reliability of the estimates. Reliabi

lity ratings were not considered to be of great significance by them

selves; these ratings should be supplemented by detailed descriptions

of sources of data and methods of estimation used*
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B. Agrioulture, hunting, forestry and fishing

88. The Group discussed the practices of countries of the region in
compiling data in respect of agriculture, livestock, forestry, fishing

and hunting; and noted the weaknesses in the basic data used in these

estimates. Bench-mark data from censuses and surveys were often

lacking; and the countries had to resort to rough methods of estimation.

Estimates, of crop production were usually based on estimates of acreages

under cultivation and yields. In some cases where agricultural surveys
were conducted over a number of years, estimates of acreages under

different crops often varied considerably from one-year to the next.

Such variations were due partly to sampling errors and partly to non-
sampling errors. These errors would obscure the real changes in

agricultural production from year to year. Data on yields were also

not always based on well-organized crop-cutting experiments. In the

countries where crop-cutting experiments were introduced, they were

limited to a few key crops only and carried out on a small-scale. It
was noted that in a number of countries of the region, estimates of

crop production had to be obtained indirectly, for example from exports

and marketing.data for major exports cropB and from consumption and

marketing data for crops of wide local consumption; A large number of

countries also relied on their field extension staff for estimating

crop production. Similar difficulties were experienced in countries

of the region in estimating production from livestock, forestry,'fish
ing and hunting.

89. Difficulties were also experienced by countries of the region in
estimating the intermediate consumption of agriculture. In some

countries small-scale farm management surveys, import statistics, etc.,

were used. Serious difficulties were encountered in estimating the

compensation of employees paid in agriculture 'because of the lack of

data on hired farm labour.' Estimates of consumption of fixed'capital
also presented-unresolved problems. This was due to the lack of bench

mark data- on farm buildings and the agricultural machinery and equipment
in use*

90. In the course of the discussion, the Group was informed by a

representative of the PAO that a Handbook of Economic Accounts for

Agriculture would be jointly ■drafted by the-Statistical Division of FAO
and the Statistical Office of the United Nations.

C. Non-Agricultural activities

91. The Working Group considered paragraphs 44 to-86 of document"
E/CN.I4/NAC/47, which concerned the industries of mining, manufacturing,
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electricity, gas and water, construction, commerce and transport and

other services, and the producers of government and private non-profit

services. The discussion, dealt with the'country practices and problems

in these fields in respect of the compilation of the production accounts
and commodity "balances. Problems such as the following were cited.

In some countries of the region, because of the lack of collaboration

between the statistics offices and the inland revenue departments, it
was not possible to make adequate use of income tax returns in national

accounting.- There was very little, if any," data from which to estimate

own-account construction of houses in rural areas, particularly in the

case of traditional-type housing j. and some countries did not. take these

transactions into accounts The treatment of carriers operating in

several countries and in international traffic differed from one

country to another and from the international recommendations. In

the case of producers of government services, the coverage of local

government was limited and the lack of uniformity in accounting defini

tions, classifications and records, even between various levels of

government in the same country, raised serious questions of comparabi

lity in the data that was compiled.

D- Final demands . ■

92. The Group next considered paragraphs 87. to 89, concerning the final

consumption expenditures on the gross domestic product. It was observed

that because of the lack of. households consumption and expenditure

surveys, it was not feasible to estimate, the composition of private

consumption expenditure according to object in a large-number of coun

tries. Many countries of the region estimated this flow as the residual
between the gross domestic product from the side of production and the
sum of the other expenditures on the producto .■ .

93« The Working Group also considered paragraphs 90-95 of the document
E/CN.14/HA.C/47;, relating to the estimation of increase in stocks- gross
fixed capital formation, and exports and imports of. goods and services.
The Group noted the various problems encountered in countries of the
region in estimating these flows. . ...

94. The problem of estimating the product of livestock raising was

discussed in connection with estimates of increase in stocks and fixed

capital formation. The product of livestock raising.consisted of (a)

increments during the period In.question in the stock of livestock and

(b) the number of livestock sold,, slaughtered and put to other uses
during the period. Increments in stock included.not only.the- livestock

born during the year but also the growth of the animals.. For making

such estimates an inventory of livestock "by type and age would be.
required,, ' ' .

95. The sources of data and methods, of estimation of fixed capital

formation in breeding, and draught animals, dairy cattle and animals

raised for wool-clipping, were briefly reviewed by the Group. It was
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noted that che treatment of dairy cattle and breeding and draught"animals
a?/™ capital assets in the revised SNA, instead of as stock in the

+C ™7£WaS dUQ larSely to the regional discussions, that were held in
the ECAFE'and African regions. For the estimation of this flow, an
annual inventory of livestock by type and age would be needed. Import
and exports statistics would also provide useful information. It was ■
emphasized that in the revised SNA, consumption of fixed.capital.was -
not_to be estimated for'these animals. Losses in this type.of livestock
would be considered .as a capital loss; slaughter of animals would be
treated s,s a transfer from the oapital formation accounts to the stock
account* . '

Input-output Analysis ' '

A. . The broad uses " ' '

96. The Group examined and discussed the document, "Objectives, Conoepts
and Methods of Input-Output Analysis" (E/CN,14/NAC/46/Rev.l). The links
between the systems of national accounts and of input-output analysis
as -described in paragraphs 3-13 of the document, were considered and
the character of analysis and its applications, as expounded in
paragraphs I4-64 of the document,' were discussed.

97. The principal uses of input-output analysis in the case of.
developing countries consisted of (a) description of the structure of
production of the economy at a given point of time, (b) description of
relationships between uses (intermediate inputs and final demands) and
resources (local production plus imports), and <c) checking the internal
consistency of national accounts estimates. In some developed countries
the input-output approach was also being explored for. purposes, of studies
oonserning the contamination on the environment by pollution, for example
the measurement of the costs and benefits involved in.reducing the amount'
of pollution*,

98. Though most countries of the region were still at an early stage
of statistical development, the Group considered that the study of the
input-output approach imposed a discipline and'provided a framework
for devising data collection programmes and for systematic estimation
through the disaggregation of the series on goods.and services and the
balancing of estimates of uses against resources in compiling national
accounting data. Input-output tables delineated the structure of the
production and use of goods and services in'an economy and indicated
the role played by imports and exports. The integration of input-output ■
tables into the national accounts, as in the SMA, furnished integrated
highly aggregated data and disaggregated data for purposes of economic
analysis ar.d policy making. The input-output coefficients obtained
were however unstable when rapid developments were occurring and nev
technologies introduced. In these circumstances the input-output data
for one period of time could not be used for purposes of projections
and the like.
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prices and domestic prices of imports, on the one hand, and purchasers'
prices for intermediate goods, for fixed assets'and for final consumers
and f»o.bc prices for exports, on the other. Trade and transport

margins could then- be assessed from these price series in commodity-
detail.

106, It often proved to be most difficult to obtain information on
stocks by commodity detail.

107- One important source of information was external trade statistics.
However, they often suffered from a number.of deficiencies and adjust
ments to recorded data would be needed before they were used for the

compilation'of the basic input-output tables. The recorded data might

be incomplete in statistical coverage (e.g. fish landed, cattle driven
across borders, smuggling or illicit trade), declared values might be

falsified in order to evade exchange control, goods might be sent on
consignment for auction in foreign markets or at conventional values
to foreign parent companies,

108. The Group briefly discussed current practices in oountries of the
region for the valuation of exports. In a number of cases, no adjust

ments were made for illicit trade or. smuggling or for under-invo.ioing

of exports on account of lack of information. In some cases, re

valuation of certain export commodities was carried out based on import
statistics compiled by other countries. It was noted that where exports

were sent by subsidiaries to their companies abroad fictitious book>-

values of exports (or even over-valuation in some cases) were declared,
depending on levels of taxation prevailing. For certain commodities

(e.g. diamonds), for which world market prices existed, such exports
could be re-valued: based on, world, market. priC3S if information on the
grade and quality of the exports were available.

109. .Ofee valuation of Table 9 of the document was considered by the

Group. It was noted that the entries in table 9 were at approximate
basic values instead of at producers' values. Approximate basic

values were equal to producers1 values less commodity taxes plus
commodity subsidies. Commodity taxes were in general taxes charged

in relation to the quantities of the commodities produced, sold or

used. Import and exports duties were examples of commodity taxes,

while property taxes were not, due to the fact .that these taxes were
not linked -to physical quantities of commodities produced. Commodity

taxes and subsidies varied with the type and quantity of the commodity

produced or sold and with the use to which the commodity might be put,

and varied from commodity to commodity. Subsidies' might be paid to

producers which purchased one particular type of material but not
other types of material. "" ....

110. In input-output analysis the focus was on the stocks and flows

of goods and services in quantities. As different units of quantities

were not additive, data in value terms had to be used as a proxy. The
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r^Silt ^ ^r8 WaS advocated in «« compilation of the
input-output .table because they would be free from the unequal incidence

lirZTtVe"eS Z^fBTent oom-diti- or on the various "the same commodity might "be put.

°' input-output analysis and the reou-i-raH

S Ji
,nd

that occurred i
the technology and size of establishments and the

detailed l

de8 of productl^ran
n!^^ g Jt Was su«eested that the degree of hon>o«eneitv
needed m gross outputs and cost-structure of industries and in th«

60 ^:^ f industries and of commodities should be 40 or so and
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and was practicable, m order to be able to invert the table
for

"■•
114. Tho Group noted the importance of subdividing purchasers* values
in..o approbate basic valuer,., trade and transport margins and not
coMDOdxty taxes i th f h

b . nd transport margins and not
taxes in the case of the disposition of the domestic supply,

of commodities. Mb would markedly improve the usefulness of the '
value toa as proxies for quantity data and lead to greater stability
of inp-^-outpu-, coefficients as compared to basic, input-output tables

«^i"r°*ef ln i^ChaBersl ValU6S oaly- It was considered that it
should a.-u least be feasible to separate out trade and transport
margirs and-producers' values from the purchased values.

^ .^-Preparation of input-output tables from the basin. 'tahi« -.'

i«Mo Tb61G;°U? went on t0 examine the different types of irPut-ouiput
tables and the preparation of these tables from basic input-output data,

116. Tho attention of the O.toud was oallad to the various types of

S^' +'abl8° tha* ™*\COmiCnl* P^P^ed. The types 'of in^ut-
t;S Ji ooaB"*^ *f M commodity x oommodJ.ty tables, (b) Industry x

in^try tables and (oj commodity x industry tables. . Each cf these tables

^IZ " tSrmS f {*> Producers' l d td
^ y stry tables. . Each cf these tabl

trt ^J^IZ) " tSrmS f {*> Producers' values and trade and trans,
port ma.-.gine, (b) approximate values, trade and transport margins and
net, ccu.uod7.tir taxes and (c) purchasers' values. Commodity x Sommodity
cr industry x industry tables *ere favoured in the SKA, depending on
the uses-to union the tables were to be puto For exPjnpls, commodity x
commooaty taoles vrere preferable for purposes of determining tho indica
tions of uoraanda ior xne supply of commodities; industry x industrv '

I^L^ S:r f°r Plir f li i with

117- It was noted that transfers of uncharacteristic^ products from
,..- ±rxAxiax.±y whore ■■jhoy we^e produced to the industry where they were

characteristic products, were often carried out hy making use of

r^lCt- :Lnfor^tlOn regarding these products and their cost .structures.
intorm^tion on .he cos^-structure of the commodities was g?.ne-allv not
availablo on Kcooun-5 of the difficulties involved in di.^tributin/
overhervl c-osto among the commodities produced at an establishment or
a teohnioisJ. i;nit. She transfer of the dr.rect cost associated irtth un
characteristic products of an industry was often based on engineering
data o^ personal judgements,. However, in the case of -.he centra-iv
plannfic, ecoucmios and a i'aw market economies, such information vra/
based on detailed direct enquiries,.

118, In tli^ SHA..- tho transfers of outputs and associated "inputs of
uncbaracteristio products from the industry whsrs they vere secondary
to the induB-c:cy where they primary, were to be done through a--ebr?io
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manipulation of the basic input-output tables* Uso was made for this

purpose of the assumption of either a commodity technology, an industry

technology or a mixture of "both-. The commodity technology assumed that,

the cost-structure for a commodity was the s?jne irrespective of the

industry in which the commodity was produced, whereas the industry

technology assumed that the cost-etructure of a commodity depended on

the industry in which it was actually produoed. In general, the industry

technology was the correct assumption tot use for Joint product?: or by
products, while the commodity technology ?j&b more appropriate in the

case of subsidiary products,

119- The Group fr. attention was drawn to the distinction to oe mads

between competitive and complementary importsc, The former w&x defined

as imports which were also produced in the country, and the latter as

imports which were not produced in the country* It was not3d that in

developing countries* where rapidly changing structures of production

were commc-ij it was difficult to ma.ee meaningful classifications of

imports into competitive and complementary categories*.

E- The problems and practices of African countries

120. The Group considered document E/CNB14/^A.C/43, "Problems and
Practices of African countries in the compilation of inpu'fc—output-

tables11« It -ras pointed out that input-output tables had been compiled

for 19 African countries at one time or another and that an increasing

number of countries appeared to be interested in compiling such tables.

However; the tables that had been compiled; were often out of date

and the number of categories of industries or commodities oaployed

frequently fell short of the number required for purposes of using

those tablet* in economic planning*

121* Such sources as the following were used for purposes of gathering

the baaic material .required for compiling input-output tablon:

(a) Industrial censuses or 3urveys for bench-mark years;

*'u) External trade statistics,

(c) Government accounts;

(d) Household consumption and expenditure surveys*

(0) Data on agricultural production a:id prices,

if) Data on building and construction,

(q) listribution statistics,
(li) Eranspor"!:- statistics, and

(i; Prices statistics*

It was noted that the sources used had a number of shortcoii.lsga and that

ad hoc aurvoys i:eru often required^ While the probloms of ic'.ck. of basic

data in compiling input-output tables were similar to those tUafc were

experienced in compiling production account and commodity ba-lauoep, the

requirements for basic data were much more 'exacting- The lack ox basic

statistical data had therefore imposed ce.rioua constraints:, on the

feasibility of constructing suitable input-output, tables in the coun-

he region*
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